
Name Date

Vocabulary
go to the wall Queen Mab
villain kin
virtuous foe
peered pitiful
needless humble
precious decent
tolerate rebel
spite scorn
feud on pain of death, all men leave
rage reputation
soles/souls lacks
woo grief
mock

Matching
Match each definition with a word.

1. violent, explosive anger

2. Intense sorrow and sadness caused by a loss

3. if you don't want to die, get out of here

4. Unnecessary and unwarranted

5. Seek someone's favor, flirt with

6. good and moral; honorable.

7. to show opposition or disobedience

8. not thinking too highly of oneself; modest

9. The state of needing something that is absent or unavailable.  

10. to do one's best, put forth best effort

11. to copy or imitate something or someone in an unkind manner

12. enemy or opponent

13. a fairy who gave dreams or nightmares to those asleep

14. Group of people related by blood or marriage.  

15. A wicked or evil person; someone who does evil deliberately.  

16. what others notice about you; others' judgement of you

17. fight or quarrel between two people and/or parties.
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18. proper and right; respectable; modest

19. A mean desire to hurt another person, to show ill will to another person.

20. causing a feeling of sympathy, unfortunate.

21. look closely or squint at something to see it more clearly.

22. greatly loved, of great value or high price

23. heart and spirit

24. to permit; to put up with

25. intense dislike or contempt

Multiple Choice
Select the definition that most nearly defines the given word.

26. humble
A. A mean desire to hurt another person, to show ill will to another person.
B. Intense sorrow and sadness caused by a loss
C. not thinking too highly of oneself; modest
D. heart and spirit

27. virtuous
A. Group of people related by blood or marriage.  
B. to show opposition or disobedience
C. good and moral; honorable.
D. Unnecessary and unwarranted

28. rage
A. violent, explosive anger
B. a fairy who gave dreams or nightmares to those asleep
C. proper and right; respectable; modest
D. to do one's best, put forth best effort

29. lacks
A. The state of needing something that is absent or unavailable.  
B. to copy or imitate something or someone in an unkind manner
C. greatly loved, of great value or high price
D. to permit; to put up with

30. pitiful
A. causing a feeling of sympathy, unfortunate.
B. The state of needing something that is absent or unavailable.  
C. A wicked or evil person; someone who does evil deliberately.  
D. enemy or opponent

31. Queen Mab
A. a fairy who gave dreams or nightmares to those asleep
B. if you don't want to die, get out of here
C. what others notice about you; others' judgement of you
D. Seek someone's favor, flirt with


